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Jasmine Cooray prefaces her poem, ‘Mess’, with the following quote from Simone De Beauvoir: ‘I tore myself away from the safe comfort of certainty through a love of truth, and 
truth rewarded me.’  When invited to edit this edition of the Colverstone Review I made a promise to myself that all the poems I assembled would adhere to this dictate. I have been 
immensely privileged over the last ten years to collaborate with, read and enjoy the work of a number of very talented women poets and all the poems featured here, in their own way, 
speak to this idea of ‘truth’, however subjective that idea may be.

I love poetry. I write it. I read it. I’ve lived with it all my life. My father was a well-known and regularly published satirical poet. In his middle age he had an established career and 
earned a good living from his humourous verse. As a child I remember him spending a great deal of time in his study, his fingers like hammers on the keys of his manual typewriter. 
There was always a large ‘Do Not Disturb’ sign hanging on the door of his study and I knew what it meant before I could read. His commitment to his art was enviable. I wanted to do 
as he did, sit in my study and write poetry. But I was a girl. Girls did not write poetry. When I was growing up, it was difficult to find a broad range of published women poets that spoke 
to me and, coupled with the experience of my father cocooned in his study, the business of poetry seemed very much the preserve of men. That was until I watched the biopic of Stevie 
Smith, with Glenda Jackson in the lead role. Discovering Smith opened a world of poetry, and poetic expression, which had previously been closed to me.

When I was in my thirties, I spent some time in Los Angeles and took a writing course at UCLA. In hindsight, I see that the university was ahead of its time when it came to literary 
studies. I was exposed to a broader, more diverse range of poets than can be found even today. 

I came back to the UK invigorated by my experiences in the States. I wanted to write but, as would be the case throughout my adult life, I flirted with the idea of establishing a ‘proper’ 
career, one that paid the bills. For better or worse, I did not succumb to the temptation. Instead I became involved with the Spoken Word scene in London, where I met some of the poets 
assembled here. I’ve found their work enormously sustaining over the years and it’s been a source of pleasure, and not inconsiderable pride, to watch them grow and develop as human 
beings and as artists. Like the poetry they write, I cannot imagine my world without them in it. 

The world of poetry is very small, which, for me, is something to be commended. Writing is a very solitary pursuit and to have friends 
and associates to encourage and support you can be the difference between writing and not. The close-knit nature of the poetry 
community might not be to everyone’s taste, but it has provided me with some of the most enduring and nurturing relationships of my 
life, artistic and otherwise. 

a love of truth



I have a personal relationship with all the poets assembled here. I know Dorothy Lehane, Dzifa Benson, Miriam Nash, Jacqueline Saphra and Jasmine Cooray from the Vineyard, an 
invite only online poetry forum curated by fellow poet, Jacob Sam-La Rose. I know Cath Drake from Malika’s Kitchen and Jocelyn Page from the Poetry School seminars we attended 
together, hosted by poet, Mimi Khalvati.  From those humble beginnings, these women have since gone on to bigger and better things. It gives me immense pleasure to see them getting 
published, receiving awards and bursaries, teaching, and regularly performing their work to enthusiastic audiences at home and abroad. Call it nostalgia, but I wanted us to all meet one 
more time, albeit in print. With the exception of London-based American poet, Jocelyn Page, this feels like a re-union of the aforementioned Vineyard group, and, in a sense, my choice 
of poets is a way to say a quiet thank you to Jacob Sam-La Rose, who has been instrumental in the lives and career of many a poet, including myself. 

Speaking of the Vineyard. I want to take this opportunity to acknowledge the importance of poetry forums, networks, workshops and self-started initiatives like the excellent and 
influential Malika’s Kitchen, established by poet, Malika Booker. These spaces are crucial in fostering the talent of new poets and must be supported and promoted. Their strengths lie 
in their informality. The academic study of Creative Writing can be a good thing (a number of the poets assembled here have studied Creative Writing), but that type of environment 
can be intimidating if you’re not academically inclined. A degree in Creative Writing is not the only fruit. That so many of the poets assembled here started working on their craft in less 
formal structures can serve as an inspiration to fledging writers. 

Though I know these poets well, their skill and the emotional register of their work never ceases to amaze me. In ‘dead ends’, Dorothy Lehane reminds us that when we lose a loved one 
we also lose a unique language. ‘It seems the world rebounds/ words run their course/ long organic death proliferates undone/’. In ‘Cimex Lectularius’, Jacqueline Saphra highlights 
the malady of alienation and longing. Describing the magician David Blane after one of his stunts, she writes: ‘Woozy after 42 days/ murmuring ‘I love you all’ as if he had forgotten, 
which/ causes me to wonder at the hunger and delusions of/ the loveless/’. Both Cath Drake and Jocelyn Page explore the notion of dissatisfaction, of wanting more. In Drake’s ‘The 
Luxury of Lunch’, she states: ‘I pick at my queenly food: demand just-squeezed juice/imagine them ditching the imperfect’. In ‘Not a Glass of Water (We Want a Pitcher)’, Page is even 
more demanding: ‘Sock it to me./Next time like you mean it./ In ‘Mess’, Jasmine Cooray is adamant that: ‘Whatever mess and stink marks/the landscape in front of us/we must dare 
ourselves/ into deeper frequency.’ Miriam Nash, in ‘Tattoos Die Too,’ focuses on the inevitable sacrifice of the body to the earth: ‘When I go/a badly chosen music note/ will scurry 
upwards/with the ash/’. Finally, the pain in Dzifa Benson’s ‘The Yoctogram Weighs In’, is something you can taste on your own tongue: ‘A sun swallowed by its own shadow, silver/ 
flecking a feather, my tears sieved of all their salt.’

I would like to extend my gratitude to these poets for their generosity and for the sheer quality of their submissions. I also want to thank the editor of the Colverstone Review, Stephen 
Thompson, for allowing me to indulge my passion for poetry in general and for female poets in particular. There is not, nor has there ever been, a unified women’s poetry, rather there 
exists a women’s poetries and these are but a handful of those voices. In that sense, this special edition of the Colverstone Review can be likened to an anthology, or, to use a now 
antiquated musical analogy, a mix-tape. I hope you like my choice of beats.

Naomi Woddis
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 I have learned this week that the common bed bug
can survive for a year without a meal and that Alzheimer’s

 
may be caused by fast food, which reminds me of David Blaine

suspended in a box above the Thames without so much as
 

a single snack while people pelted him with sausages
and golf balls, how he descended, woozy after 42 days

 
murmuring ‘I love you all’ as if he had forgotten, which

causes me to wonder at the hunger and delusions of
 

the loveless, like that anorexic girl in black who jogs
past me every afternoon but never lets me smile at her,

 
which leads me back intractably to longing and denial.

Perhaps it is something to emulate, the bedbug’s stoicism,
 

how it lives reviled and passive in the cracks, waiting
with quiet certainty for any fool to lie down in the dark.    

cimex lectularius
Jacqueline Saphra



Sock it to me.
Next time like you mean it.
And while you’re at it
tell me how it’s possible
to get to your age
and not know that underhand
smacks of sissy.  Now,
crank her back
and hurl it like a man
a man on a mound
mouth pregnant with chew.
Tap the bill of your cap
in kahoots with the shortstop
screw your body round
and for christ’s sake
let it rip. But hey,
some advice, big guy:
whatever you do
keep it in the strikezone?
The last thing you want
is me on first base.
And don’t look now
but over there’s a dugout
swarming with pinch hitters
ready to gork, scratch, bunt  
or steal – whatever it takes
to get me home.

not a glass of water
(we want a pitcher)
Jocelyn Page



tattoos die too
Miriam Nash

grubs glut 
on the ink of the heart 
the shoulder blade offered the earth,

the ankle’s dragon 
slithers 
into sediment—

when I go, 
a badly chosen music note 
will scurry upwards
with the ash,

your love is just 
as permanent.



‘I tore myself away from the safe comfort of certainty through a love of truth, and truth rewarded me’ Simone De Beauvoir 

I watch him, sprawled, breath laboured in sleep, 
soul of laughter and firework. The sheets are damp, 

a forensic map of movement: first, terror jarring time
like a scratched dvd, then bright blue eyes cooling wounds, 

then lips soft as sun-warm grapes, then play and bite,
a wolf with no palate for blood, then his head,

there in all my creases, reaching into corners
beyond perfume and veneer, chasing out 

my animal tang. It called to him from before language, 
flint, before opposable thumbs, sang through

the nose we are taught to wrinkle at our own sweat, 
our slow pale rivers, musk unmasked by sprays

mess
jasmine cooray

peddled by body fascists: their dollar sign irises.
He did not want an amalgam of plastic dreams. 

My guard fell away like slow cooked meat 
from the bone, and died, unloved in the corner  

of the room. The old wisdoms howled an echo 
through my marrow: whatever dark lies unclaimed

and uncounted, whatever mess and stink marks
the landscape in front of us, we must dare ourselves

into deeper frequency, relinquish control for the dance;
discovery: glorious treacle pooling at our feet.



A mouth coming undone starts at the lips
Jacques Roubaud

it seems the world rebounds 
words run their course
long organic death proliferates
for all the wrongs
said to be still surviving
your dead Latin
in your dead mouth 
among yourself

dead en

Dorothy Lehane
caught at the pointless crux
welcome the arpeggios
tallies of speech-
Sound; your living mouth
living logic, formaldehyde 
keeps us inked, no
image tears at us, hesitates-
so much starts at the lips 
Imagine the words again
undone, in his gentleness
he’s undone

ds



They bring me perfect ovals of mangoes, pomegranates
wrapped in cool padded capsules for months, just tender. 

The skilled study for years to crack the crab shells
without crushing sweet meat or oozing the tang too early.

They sieve toasted sesame seeds into silk bags, sprinkle 
them on sorbets kept in exclusive signature iceboxes.

They present each boysenberry, blueberry one by one 
in blown glass bowls, coconut milk in hourglass chalices,

jellied ginger and glazed apricots in silken gauze.
Everything lugged on wagons, heaved by hand,

risked in shipwrecked seas and bare-boned deserts.
They check the humidity of the cheese cellar by the hour,

argue with each other: but she likes it heavy, creamy...
I pick at my queenly food: demand just-squeezed juice,

imagine them ditching the imperfect, tsk tsk,
and whispering: oh yes she likes the sweet ones

the luxury 
of lunch
Cath Drake



1 yoctogram = 0.000000000000000000000001gram = billionth of a billionth of a millionth of a gram

I can hear the sweat in his laugh dissolve like a small alka-seltzer 
as it crumbles down its own gravitational well. I wonder -

how many to make Atlas’ knees buckle? How many more to fit 
on the head of a pin? That 6000 tonne sequoia that toppled 
in the forest: how many yoctos did its miniscule seed heave? 

An ant’s load, at three times its own weight, would crack 
these nanotubes. This mote of dust in my eye is boulder sized 
as I ponder the yoctogram tipping point of the inevitable avalanche. 

What is true of apples and earth’s core is also the tiniest margin 
of error that hefts a single straw. The quantum physician tells me:
when a man is burnt completely, the chemicals left amount to just £2. 

All things we think of as weightless would take countless yoctos 
to gain the heave and traction of bulk – a sun swallowed by its own shadow,
silver flecking a feather, my tears sieved of all their salt.

Dzifa Benson

the yoctogram 
weighs in 
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